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Diagnostic ECG
Patient Monitoring
OB/GYN

Ultrasound Imaging
Point-of-Care Testing

In-Vitro Diagnostics
Veterinary
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Small outside, smart inside
Being the smallest vital signs monitor among its kind, iM3s presents a fashionable handheld design, delivering extraordinary portability throughout spot checks. Though small in size, it integrates all necessary vital measurements together,
including SpO2, NIBP and optional TEMP.

Tabletop Expansion
Plugged onto an optional tabletop dock, the iM3s easily fits into regular tabletop applications, enabling more possibilities, including AC charging, optional thermal recording, optional quick temperature measurements, etc.

A Dedicated Spot Monitor
With its pleasing size and large capacitive touch screen, iM3s could be operated by one hand, bringing comfortable and
familiar user experience to daily applications. For each test, all measurements and custom parameters could be
displayed on the same screen, while the test results being saved automatically in its built-in non-volatile memory or
transfer to hospital information system.

Hand carry design

AC charging
Option

1M
300g

IP44

Lightweight Design

Waterproof & Dustproof

e-Link
Wi-Fi

Network Connection

≥8hour

Shock Resistance

Minimum Run Time
Quick TEMP

20,000 sets

Option

Wireless Connection

Internal Storage

Barcode Scanner
Option

Temporal TEMP

Thermal recorder

Powerful functions with flexible configuration
Main Unit
Standard Configuration: SpO2, NIBP, Capacitive touch screen, Li-ion battery
Optional Configuration: Built-in barcode scanner, 2.4G/5G Hz Wi-Fi, e-Link

CS-04 Charger Stand
AC power supply

CS-05 Charger Stand
Standard Configuration: Built-in Li-ion battery, AC power supply, USB port, RJ45 port
Optional Configuration: Thermal recorder, Covidien Quick TEMP, Compatible with Exergen TEMP (TAT-5000S)

